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Simple model of capillary condensation in cylindrical pores
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A simple model based on an approximation of the dropletlike model is formulated for studying adsorption of
fluids into cylindrical pores. This model yields anearly universaldescription of capillary condensation tran-
sitions for noble gases confined by alkali metals. The system’s thermodynamical behavior is predicted from the
values of two dimensionless parameters:D* ~the reduced asymptotic strength of the fluid-adsorber interaction,
a function of temperature! andR* ~the reduced radius of the pore!. The phenomenon of hysteresis inherently
related to capillary condensation is discussed. The connection to a previously proposed universality for cylin-
drical pores is also established.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Capillary condensation~CC! consists of liquid condensa
tion in porous media at pressures less than saturated v
pressure~SVP!. This phenomenon has been the subject
extensive experimental and theoretical investigations s
many decades~see Refs. @1–11# and references cited
therein!. Figure 1 in Ref.@5# represents schematically th
two most analyzed geometries, i.e., planar slits and cylin
cal cavities. The slit pore consists of two flat parallel walls
a separationLs , while cylindrical pores are characterized b
its nominal radiusRp .

In some cases, the behavior of CC can be underst
adequately in terms of the Kelvin equation~KE!, which ex-
presses the adsorption below SVP in terms of the liqu
vapor surface tension (s lv) and the size parameter of th
confining walls~i.e.,Ls or Rp). For large size parameters an
strongly attracting walls, the error in using the KE is sm
@3,4#; then the KE can be corrected by taking into acco
that there is no fluid close to the walls due to the repuls
core of the adsorption potential. This approach does not
fice if the adsorption interaction is weak and/or the size
rameter is small. In order to overcome this shortcoming,
alternative formulation has been proposed in Ref.@9#. In that
paper, a simple model was devised and applied to planar
predicting successfully the wide range of behavior that
occur.

As a natural extension of the simple model calculations
Ref. @9#, its application to curved geometries where the s
face energy plays an enhanced role became of interest.
a description has been very recently utilized for studying
phase behavior of fluids in a regular array of infinitely lon

*Also at the Carrera del Investigador Cientı´fico of the Consejo
Nacional de Investigaciones Cientı´ficas y Técnicas, Av. Rivadavia
1917, RA–1033 Buenos Aires, Argentina.

†Also at the Comisio´n de Investigaciones Cientı´ficas de la Prov.
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solid, parallel cylinders@12#. The authors of this work have
found that for a rather compact distribution of cylinders, b
sides the well known film and capillary condensation phas
an additional necking configuration may appear. In the la
phase the fluid form bridges or ‘‘necks’’ between neighbo
ing cylinders. Along this line of investigations, in the prese
work we explore the possibility of applying a simple mod
for CC like that proposed in Ref.@9# to study cylindrical
pores, completing in this way the regular geometries
picted in Ref.@5#. In doing so, cylindrical systems are treate
on the basis of a schematic version of the dropletlike mo
reported in Refs.@13,14#. Like the KE, our model is derived
from a simple set of assumptions and, therefore, sacrifi
some degree of quantitative accuracy. However, the obta
results are very encouraging.

Besides the topics treated in Ref.@9#, in this paper we
shall also describe metastable phases and loops of hyste
As numerical applications we examined the adsorption
inert gases into pores of alkali metals. These systems
very interesting due to the fact that such substrates~Cs, Rb,
K, Na, and Li! are much weaker attractors than surfaces
materials such as Al, Au, or graphite. Besides the very r
literature about the adsorption of quantum liquid4He onto
surfaces of alkali metals~see Refs.@15,16# and references
quoted therein! one may currently observe an increasing
fort for investigating the behavior of classical gases in pr
ence of this kind of substrates@17#. The adsorption of Ne is
the most studied one@18–22#. For instance, some evidenc
has been found for a drying behavior of Ne near a flat surf
of Cs @18,22#.

In the present work we seek for some universal proper
of cylindrical pores made of different alkali metals fille
with inert gases. Let us point out that the authors of Ref.@5#
mainly compare the film thickness in the case of planar w
and cylinders for a given undersaturation. Universal featu
have been predicted in Refs.@3,4# on the basis of results
obtained from calculations performed in a hydrodynam
model. Later in the text, we shall discuss the connect
between our findings and predictions of Refs.@3,4#.

The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II w
,
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L. SZYBISZ AND I. URRUTIA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051201 ~2002!
outline the model. The numerical results are presented
Sec. III together with the discussion of the whole pictu
exhibited by the systems. Section IV is devoted to final
marks.

II. THE MODEL

The adsorption properties may be studied by analyz
the grand free energy,

V@N#5F@N#2m N, ~2.1!

whereF is the Helmholtz free energy,m the chemical poten-
tial, andN the number of particles of the system. The val
of temperatureT is implicitly present in bothV andF. For a
cylindrical geometry, it is useful to describe the size of t
system by the number of particles per unit lengthL, i.e., nl

5N/L. For this symmetry the behavior is to be predicted
evaluating the equilibrium value ofnl

eq5Neq/L as a function
of m. The value ofnl

eq may be determined by minimizingV
with respect toN. In terms of the parameters describing t
system, there is a regime that exhibits no adsorptionV
.0), a CC region, and a regime where a film is stable.

An expression for the Helmholtz free energy per parti
for the CC phase,f CC, may be obtained from the formalism
developed in Refs.@13,14#. Assuming that the free energy o
the fluid is given by the main contributions of the volum
surface, and substrate terms; then, if the fluid fills a p
forming a sharp cylinder of radiusR0 with density equal to
the bulk equilibrium valuer0, one gets

f CC5
FCC

N
5

FCC

nl L
5 f `12 s lvAp

r0
nl

21/2

12p r0H E
0

R0
r dr U sub~r !J nl

21 , ~2.2!

with

N5p r0R0
2L. ~2.3!

Here f ` is the asymptotic value and it coincides with th
chemical potentialm0 at SVP. The relevant observables f
bulk liquid 4He atT50 K and for the other noble gases N
Ar, Kr, and Xe at the corresponding triple points taken fro
Refs.@17,23–29# are collected in Table I.

The interaction between the filling atoms and the wall o
pore have been recently modeled@14#. In that work it is
supposed that a pore gives rise to anUsub(r ) equal to the
sum of contributions yielded by successive concentric cy
drical shells, with radiusRshell, of atoms of the substrate,

Usub~r !5(
s

Usub
(s) ~r ,Rshell!, ~2.4!

wherer is the distance from the axis of the pore. This pr
cedure had been previously used by Stan and Cole@30# in
accounting for the effect produced by multiwall carbon nan
tubes. Moreover, this idea has been also adopted in Ref.@19#
for constructing gas-solid potentials due to planar surfac
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This assumption of additivity of the contributions omi
many-body effects that would reduce the overall attract
@29#. Although alkali metals are delocalized and highly co
ducting systems, we expect that this simple and rather cr
approximation be qualitatively adequate for the purpose
this paper. Furthermore, we assume that a filling atom in
acts with a single substrate atom of a shell via an isotro
Lennard-Jones~LJ! pair potential with standard paramete
«LJ andsLJ . The next assumption is the use of an azimu
ally and longitudinally averaged potential. Under these c
ditions, it is possible to demonstrate that the total effect fo
single shell is given by@see Eq.~2! in Ref. @30##

Usub
(s) ~r ,Rshell!53pQs«LJsLJ

2 F21

32S sLJ

Rshell
D 10

M11~n!

2S sLJ

Rshell
D 4

M5~n!G , ~2.5!

wheren5r /Rshell. In addition,Qs is the surface density o
substrate atoms in a shell and it is determined by taking
account the crystallographic structure of the wall. Fina
Mn(n) stands for the integral

Mn~n!5E
0

p dw

~11n222 n cosw!n/2
. ~2.6!

Of course, each approximation performed along this pro
dure introduces an error. However, we expect that the res
ing potential would give a reliable description of the ma
features of the systems.

For all the inert gases, the substrate potentials produ
by pores in different alkali metals were calculated using v
ues of«LJ andsLJ determined by adjusting the pair pote
tials of Patil @31#. For this purpose, we followed the proce
dure utilized by Ancilottoet al. @32# for getting the He-alkali

TABLE I. Experimental values of relevant observables for t
inert gases in the liquid phase at the triple point and the lat
parameters of solid alkali metals.

System Tt (K) m0 (K) r0 (Å23) s lv (K/Å2) Reference

4He 0a 27.15 0.02184 @23#

0.27460.003 @24,25#
0.25760.001 @26#

0.27260.002 @27#

Ne 24.55 2232 0.03694 3.98 @17,28,29#
Ar 83.81 2930 0.02117 9.74 @17,28,29#
Kr 115.76 21342 0.01785 11.22 @17,28,29#
Xe 161.39 21907 0.01411 12.65 @17,28,29#

a(Å)
Cs 6.045 @33#

Rb 5.585 @33#

K 5.225 @33#

Na 4.225 @33#

Li 3.491 @33#

aThe data for4He correspond toT50 K.
1-2
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potentials from Patil’s data. QuantityQs was evaluated tak
ing into account that solid alkali metals are bcc crystals w
a lattice constantsa listed in Table 3 of Ref.@33#. It was
assumed that each shell coincides with a~100! plane of the
crystalline structure, the first shell lies at the internal rad
of the poreRp , and the subsequent shells are located keep
an intershell distance equal toa/2. Following the assumption
of Ref. @19# the sum is performed over four shells like in E
~3! therein. All the adopted parameters are quoted in Tabl
and II.

In all the cases, for a pore with a certain radiusRp the
potentialUsub(r ) exhibits a minimum with depthDRp

at a

distancer m from the wall. It was found that for a given
fluid-substrate combination, in the regimeRp.sLJ the depth
DRp

decreases for increasing size of the pore~cf. Fig. 1 of

Ref. @30#!, while the location ofr m remains almost un-
changed. Figures 1 and 2 show the typical behavior ofDRp

for several investigated systems as a function of the dim
sionless inverse of the effective radiusR05Rp2r m defined
as

1/~R0 /r m!51/@~Rp2r m!/r m#51/~R* 21!, ~2.7!

where

R* 5Rp /r m . ~2.8!

In all these cases,DRp
attains an asymptotic valueD` and

the data are very well reproduced by the simple express

DRp
5DR* 5D`F11

21

32

1

~R* 21!
2

7

128

1

~R* 21!2G .

~2.9!

TABLE II. Values of the LJ parameters for the interaction b
tween noble gases and alkali metals, together with the asymp
well depth and the location of the minimum corresponding to
tentials given by Eqs.~2.4!–~2.6!.

System «LJ (K) a sLJ (Å) a r m(Å) D`(K) D*

He-Cs 1.21 6.47 6.30 8.00 8.09
He-Na 1.73 5.40 5.22 17.97 15.07
He-Li 1.92 5.22 5.01 29.87 24.05
Ne-Cs 8.65 5.23 5.13 33.61 2.86
Ne-Na 11.94 4.37 4.26 72.38 5.11
Ne-Li 13.33 4.23 4.10 120.8 8.21
Ar-Cs 51.79 4.86 4.78 168.1 3.20
Ar-Na 60.32 4.20 4.10 330.9 5.41
Ar-Li 66.00 4.08 3.96 545.3 8.60
Kr-Cs 87.16 4.75 4.68 267.5 3.98
Kr-Na 94.10 4.16 4.06 504.1 6.20
Kr-Li 100.10 4.06 3.94 816.8 10.25
Xe-Cs 117.2 4.87 4.79 382.3 4.09
Xe-Na 126.0 4.27 4.10 720.6 6.60
Xe-Li 135.8 4.16 4.03 1179 10.61

aParameters calculated with data taken from Ref.@31# by applying
the procedure outlined in Ref.@32#.
05120
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The results forD` andr m are included in Table II. Since the
results of calculations for adsorption into cavities in Rb a
K do not differ qualitatively much from those for pores
Cs, the corresponding values are not included in this tabl
is pertinent to mention that, for a given fluid-substrate s
tem, r m is larger than the corresponding parameterzm for a
slit geometry obtained from a 3–9 potential and listed
Table I of Ref.@9#. However, the values ofr m are close tozm
provided by a 4–10 potential utilized in Ref.@19# @e.g., for
Ne/Cs one hasr m55.13, zm54.97 ~4–10 potential!, and
zm53.55 Å ~3–9 potential!#.

A. Capillary condensed axial phase

Upon taking into account Eqs.~2.2! and ~2.3!, and the
relation R05Rp2r m , the grand thermodynamic potentia
per unit length for the CC phase becomes

tic
-

FIG. 1. Depth of the potential calculated with Eqs.~2.4!–~2.6!
as a function of inverse of the reduced effective radius of the po
Data for 4He into cylindrical pores of Cs, Na, and Li are plotte
The corresponding asymptotic valuesD` are given. Solid curves
are the results provided by the simple expression~2.9!.

FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1, but for heavier noble gases i
cylindrical pores of Cs.
1-3
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VCC

L
5

FCC2m N

L
52 p s lv~Rp2r m!12 p r0E

0

Rp2r m
r dr

3Usub~r !2p~m2m0!r0~Rp2r m!2. ~2.10!

Furthermore, the grand thermodynamic potential per u
area of fluid’s lateral surface for the CC phase may be w
ten as

VCC

A
5

VCC

2 p R0L
5

FCC2m N

2 p~Rp2r m!L
5s lv1

r0

Rp2r m

3E
0

Rp2r m
r dr U sub~r !2

1

2
~m2m0!r0~Rp2r m!.

~2.11!

Starting from this equation, it is possible to get the modifi
KE for CC. Upon defining the substrate-liquid interfaci
tensionssl as the sum

ssl5s lv1
r0

Rp2r m
E

0

Rp2r m
r dr U sub~r !5s lv1I U ,

~2.12!

and settingVCC50, one arrives at

ssl2
1

2
~m2m0!r0~Rp2r m!50. ~2.13!

Next, by using the Gibbs-Duhem@34# relation for the fluid
and neglecting any compression of the system, one gets

r0~m2m0!5P2P0 , ~2.14!

which leads to the KE

2 ssl2~P2P0!~Rp2r m!50. ~2.15!

This equation expresses the pressure reduction for conde
tion in terms of the effective radius of the condensed fl
(Rp2r m). The purpose of this work is to generalize the K
by taking into account both the explicit dependence on
substrate potential and the role of film formation on the
sorption behavior.

For the sake of generality, we shall follow the procedu
of Ref. @9# discussing our predictions in terms of the dime
sionless grand potential,

V* 5V/~A s lv!. ~2.16!

When applying this normalization to Eq.~2.10!, one must
write the reduced version of the integrated adsorption po
tial per unit area,I U . It is convenient to cast this contributio
in the following form:

I U* 5
I U

s lv
52

D`r0

s lv~Rp2r m!
E

0

Rp2r m
rdr @2Usub~r !/D`#

52
1

2
D* g$R* 21%. ~2.17!
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Here, we introduced the dimensionless integral

g$y%5
1

yE0

y

y8dy8@2Usub~r my8!/D`#, ~2.18!

with

y5r /r m , ~2.19!

and the strength parameter is the reduced asymptotic
depth

D* 52 D`r m r0 /s lv . ~2.20!

One immediately gets the reduced difference of chem
potentials,

D5~m02m!r m r0 /s lv . ~2.21!

The definitions ofD* and D are formally equal to that
adopted in Ref.@9#, where the authors usezm instead ofr m .

Finally, one may write the reduced version of the gra
potential given by Eq.~2.10! in the following way

VCC* 512
1

2
D* g$R* 21%1

1

2
D~R* 21!. ~2.22!

This expression allows a study of adsorption in terms ofD* .
The main difference between this result and that of Ref.@9#
is a general factor 2 due to the fact that hereVCC/A is
calculated by taking into account the whole lateral surface
the condensed liquid, while in the case of planar systems
areaA corresponds to only one wall of the slit geometr
Before going ahead, let us remind that a fundamental pr
erty of the integralg$y% introduced by Eq.~4! in Ref. @9# is
its independence of the fluid-substrate combination. As
shall see below, this feature is also exhibited, to a very g
approximation, by the integralg$y% calculated according to
Eq. ~2.18!.

B. Shell-film phase

Under the same assumptions adopted for writing E
~2.2! and~2.10!, the grand thermodynamic potential per un
length for a cylindrical film of thickness,, i.e., for the shell-
film ~SF! phase, may be expressed as

VSF

L
5

FSF2mN

L
52ps lv@~Rp2r m2, !1~Rp2r m!#

12pr0E
Rp2r m2,

Rp2r m
rdrU sub~r !2p~m2m0!

3r0@~Rp2r m!22~Rp2r m2, !2#. ~2.23!

Note that the film grows fromr 5r m towards the center. The
reduced version of this grand free energy reads
1-4
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VSF* 5
VSF

2pR0Ls lv
522

x

R* 21
2

1

2
D* Fg$R* 21%

2S 12
x

R* 21
D g$R* 212x%G

1
1

2
DS 22

x

R* 21
D x, ~2.24!

wherex is the dimensionless thickness,

x5,/r m , ~2.25!

which is related with the dimensionless inner radiusy mea-
sured from the center of the cylinder,

y5~Rp2r m2, !/r m5R* 212x. ~2.26!

In this case, in order to find the stable configuration at fix
R* ~i.e., Rp5const), one must determine the value ofx
which provides the minimumVSF* .

III. GENERAL RESULTS—PHASE DIAGRAMS

A. Thresholds for CC and SF phases at SVP

The case of SVP (D50) leads to a very simple criterio
for the occurrence of CC. The expression for the transit
line (VCC* 50) that separates the behavior into two regim
capillary condensation (VCC* ,0) or empty (VCC* .0), is

DD50* ~CC!5
2

g$R* 21%
. ~3.1!

It coincides with Eq.~7! of Ref. @9# and its dependence o
R* is displayed in Fig. 3. In fact, the results obtained fro
calculations with potentials of the form of Eqs.~2.4!–~2.6!
corresponding to different combinations of inert gases
substrates cannot be distinguished on the scale of the fig
Therefore, one can state that the curve given by Eq.~3.1!
provides anearly universalrelation for the critical values o
the parametersR* andDD50* . However, it should be noticed
that at SVP the transition from empty~E! to SF would occur
for

DD50* ~SF!

5
2~R* 21!12~R* 212x!

~R* 21!g$R* 21%2~R* 212x!g$R* 212x%
.

~3.2!

It is clear that, for 0,x,R* 21, DD50* (SF) is always larger
than DD50* (CC). So, for increasingD* at SVP, whenVSF*
becomes zero thenVCC* is already negative favoring the C
phase against the SF one.

Furthermore, the threshold condition for CC to occur
SVP for largeR* changes very little for increasingR* , and
for very broad pores attains the asymptotic value
05120
d

n
,

d
re.

t

DD50* ~CC;R* →`!5 lim
R* →`

F 2

g$R* 21%
G.3.7. ~3.3!

Perhaps this may be a surprising behavior because C
typically found in small pores, while here it also occurs f
broad cavities atD50. Indeed, as we shall see later,away
from SVP the domain of CC is restricted to narrow pores.
SVP, however, the energy balance in favor of CC is ess
tially maintained for increasingR* because the magnitude o
the integrated potential energy term also increases withR* .

It is interesting to compare the asymptotic value of E
~3.3! with results provided by this simple model for plan
substrates. The present value is slightly larger than that
responding to the CC formation into the slit between tw
semi-infinite parallel solids separated by a reduced dista
Ls* 5Ls /zm @see Eq.~10! in Ref. @9##

DD50* ~CC;Ls* →`!5
32

11
.2.9. ~3.4!

The difference between the results forDD50* (CC;R* →`)
andDD50* (CC;Ls* →`) is due to geometric effects, but als
to the fact that the values ofr m andzm are different as men-
tioned above. However,DD50* (CC;R* →`) is considerably
smaller than the wetting~W! transition condition for planar
substrates

DD50* ~W!5
64

11
.5.8. ~3.5!

A glance at Table II indicates that for Ne and Ar adsorb
into pores of Cs it would not be possible to get the CC ph
at T5Tt because, in the present approach, the val
D* @Ne/Cs#52.9 andD* @Ar/Cs#53.2 are smaller than 3.7

FIG. 3. Phase diagram present at varying degrees of under
ration, expressed in terms of the reduced chemical potential di
enceD given by Eq.~2.21!. For the caseD50, the line satisfies Eq.
~3.1!; all values above the curve correspond to capillary conden
tion, while those below are ‘‘empty.’’ For the other cases,DÞ0,
there is a ‘‘triple point’’ below which the space is empty, to th
upper right of which there is a shell film, and to the upper left the
is capillary condensation~for more details see Fig. 5!.
1-5
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B. Thresholds for CC and SF phases below SVP

The general problem of behavior below SVP is mo
complicated. The presence of theD term in Eq.~2.22! leads
to the following threshold value for CC:

D* ~CC!5DD50* ~CC!F11
1

2
D~R* 21!G . ~3.6!

However, one must now examine the possibility that a fi
configuration has a lower free energy than that of the
phase. So, in the caseDÞ0, it is necessary to evaluate th
minimum ofVSF* as a function of the variablex and to com-
pare the result withVCC* . An example of this problem is
displayed in Fig. 4. The difference between the grand f
energy of the SF phase and that of the CC case writte
terms of the dimensionless inner radiusy is

VSF* 2VCC* 5
y

R* 21
S 11

1

2
D* g$y%2

1

2
DyD . ~3.7!

Here, the first term represents the extra surface energy o
film and the second represents the interaction between
solid surfaces and the atoms, which fill the gap when the
to CC transition occurs; the third represents the free ene
cost because the system is~in general! below SVP. When the
internal radius of the shell film goes to zero, i.e.,y→0, the
difference of grand potentials given by Eq.~3.7! vanishes.
This feature is clearly satisfied by results displayed in Fig
This figure shows the behavior ofVCC* andVSF* atD50.3 for
three different pore sizes in the caseD* 515.1 ~attributed to
4He/Na in our approach!. For all the considered cavitiesVSF*
exhibits a minimum with a negative value. The situation
determined by the result forVCC* represented by horizonta
lines. For the smallest radius,R* 510, the CC is the stable
phase becauseVCC* ,VSF* , while the SF phase is metastab
For both larger radii,R* 520 and 40, the stable phase is

FIG. 4. Dimensionless grand potentialVSF* ~curved lines! as a
function of normalized reduced thickness,x/(R* 21), compared
with the values ofVCC* ~horizontal lines!. The evaluations were
done forD* 515.1 ~i.e., 4He/Na in our approach! at D50.3 for a
few values ofR* as indicated in the figure.
05120
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shell film at smallx/(R* 21), while the CC phase presen
different behaviors. ForR* 520 the CC phase is metastab
and forR* 540 it is unstable.

Before describing the phase diagram of the systems
any DÞ0, it is useful to look at further calculations for th
caseD50.3 treated above. Results obtained by varyingD*
and R* are plotted in Fig. 5, where some features ofVCC*
andVSF* are explicitly given. Solid lines separate domains
stable phases determined by following the procedure o
lined when analyzing Fig. 4. The dashed straight line in
SF region is the threshold given by Eq.~3.6!, while dashed
curves in the CC regime denote the limit for SF solution
So, the hatched zones indicate parameter regions where
CC and SF are negative. However, only that phase w
lower V* is stable, the other one is metastable and plays
important role in the cycle of hysteresis to be discussed l
in the paper.

Let us now turn to the general phase diagram. The res
for several values ofD are displayed in Fig. 3, where onl
boundaries between stable phases are indicated. Indeed
separations determined for different systems listed in Tabl
fall into very narrow bands confirming anearly universal
behavior. IncreasingD* favors SF or CC phases against t
E phase. Which of the condensed phases is stable depen
R* . For largeR* , SF is typically favored because of the co
of CC ~the D term! becomes large relative to the benefi
~from the potential and the decrease of surface tension!. The
SF toE transition curve is rather insensitive toR* .

Figure 6 shows the reduced phase diagram projected
theR* -D plane forD* 515.1~i.e., corresponding to the cas
4He/Na already treated in other drawings!. The curves indi-
cate the transitions between stable phases. This plot als
cludes a few values obtained from Orsay-Paris nonlo
density-functional~OP-DF! calculations@14,35#. These re-
sults correspond toRp513, 20, and 30 Å and lie in the
neighborhood of the ‘‘triple point’’ in this diagram, where th
solutions are very sensitive to changes ofD. Note that the

FIG. 5. Universal ‘‘phase diagram’’ showing regimes of emp
capillary condensed, and adsorbed shell film as a function of
duced pore radius and well depth defined in the text@see Eqs.~2.8!
and ~2.20!#. The displayed curves correspond toD50.3. The
hatched zones are regions where bothVSF* andVCC* are negative.
1-6
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SIMPLE MODEL OF CAPILLARY CONDENSATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051201 ~2002!
E→SF, SF→CC, and E→CC transitions occur in the
OP-DF calcultations at almost the same value ofD as ob-
tained in the simple model. Moreover, this agreement is si
lar to that found for planar systems~see Fig. 4 of Ref.@9#!.

C. Temperature dependence

As mentioned above, for Ne/Cs and Ar/Cs the poten
adopted in the present work leads to values ofD* at Tt
markedly smaller than the asymptotic thresho
DD50* (CC;R* →`). This fact prevents the formation of th
CC phase atTt , but CC might be exhibited at higher tem
peratures. Therefore, it becomes important to examine
evolution of D* for increasing temperatures. For this pu
pose one may follow the treatment of dimensionless qua
ties utilized for planar systems in Refs.@9,17#. Let us start by
calculating the ratio of reduced depths given by Eq.~2.20! at
two different temperatures,

D* ~T!

D* ~Tt!
5

2D`r m~req /s lv!T

2D`r m~r0 /s lv!Tt

5
~req /s lv!T

~r0 /s lv!Tt

. ~3.8!

Here it is convenient to define

F~T/Tt!5
~req /s lv!T

~r0 /s lv!Tt

5
~s lv /r0!Tt

~s lv /req!T
. ~3.9!

Selected values of the inverse of this ratio are displayed
Fig. 7. These data are located along a common line illust
ing the fact that the right-hand side of Eq.~3.8! is auniversal
function of T/Tt . This means that the law of correspondin
states@36,37# is obeyed. The whole domain of this law
restricted to the temperature range between the triple p
and the critical point. The valueTc /Tt51.85 is provided by
the Lennard-Jonesium model@29# and it agrees very wel
with experimental results for classical inert gases quoted
Table A.3 of that reference. However, due to the fact tha

FIG. 6. Reduced phase diagram forD* 515.1 ~i.e., 4He/Na in
our approach!. The curves indicate the prediction for the boundar
among possible stable phases~empty, shell film, or capillary con-
densation!. Note the existence of a ‘‘triple point.’’ The full circles
stand for transitions determined from OP-DF calculations.
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our approach@see Eq.~2.2!# the influence of vapor is ne
glected, an important deviation could be present when
vapor density becomes bigger than 10% of the liquid dens
This ratio of vapor/liquid densities is reached at aboutT/Tt
51.55 for bulk Ne and Ar@20#, therefore, for larger tempera
tures the line in Fig. 7 is dashed.

On the basis of results derived above by using the kno
asymptotic threshold reduced depth at the triple point it
possible to determine the value ofD* at any otherT. From
Eqs. ~3.3! and ~3.8! one may derive an implicit relation fo
the CC threshold at SVP,

D* ~T!5D* ~Tt!F~T/Tt!53.7, ~3.10!

note thatD* (Tt) corresponds toD* listed in Table II. In the
case of Ne/Cs this equality is satisfied atT/Tt.1.2. Since
this value lies inside the regime of validity of our model, o
would get CC forT*30 K. For Ar/Cs the CC would be
reached at even lowerT/Tt .

D. Hysteresis

The phenomenon of hysteresis is inherently related
capillary condensation. There are numerous experime
evidences indicating that porous materials fill and drain
different values of the chemical potential leading to cycles
hysteresis. For instance, the reader may look at the dat
Refs.@2,6,7,11#.

Let us now outline the description of this phenomen
reported in Refs.@4,11#. Such a theoretical approach follow
the main ideas of Preisach@38# first applied to magnetic ma
terials, where there are also two-state elements. The Prei
model has been also adapted to treat other hysteretic
tems. For instance, it was recently used for studying stre
strain hysteresis in rocks@39#. According to this interpreta-
tion a global hysteresis loop is a superposition of ma
hysteretic elements corresponding to noninteracting pore
is assumed that a material has pores of different radii
that the size of these radii obeys a given statistical distri
tion. Each one of these pores is characterized by a pai

s

FIG. 7. Inverse of the ratio defined by Eq.~3.9! as a function of
temperature ratioT/Tt . Selected data of inert gases Ne, Ar, and X
illustrate the law of corresponding states.
1-7
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L. SZYBISZ AND I. URRUTIA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051201 ~2002!
chemical-potential values for filling (ma) and draining (mb),
see Fig. 4 in Ref.@11#. A series of drawings reported in Fig
5 of the latter reference illustrates how a cycle of hystere
is traced out by averaging elementary contributions over
pore size distribution.

We shall now describe how the values ofma and mb
corresponding to a single cylindrical pore can determin
from results provided by the examined simple model. In F
8~a! we display the grand free energy of the phases SF
CC for 4He/Na (D* 515.1) for two different pore radii,
R* 54 and 10. In both cases the results exhibit a sim
pattern as a function ofD. When m approachesm0 from
below, first of all, bothVSF* andVCC* are positive, hence, th
E phase is stable in this regime. Next,VSF* becomes negative
at the critical pointSgiving rise to the transitionE→SF. For
even smallerD, alsoVCC* becomes negative and eventua
reaches lower values thanVSF* , leading to the transition SF
→CC. This crossing occurs atDM , which corresponds to a
reduced film thicknessxM . Finally, at some critical values
DC and xC the solution for SF becomes unstable. This
quence of facts can be also followed by exploring Figs. 3 a
5. Figure 8~b! shows the adsorption isotherms determined
successive stable phases, steps in the solid lines corres
to the above-mentioned transitions. It is worthy of notice t
similar features have been found in the study of the ads
tion in regular arrays of cylinders as shown in Fig. 4
Ref. @12#.

As mentioned before, in the literature it is assumed t
the filling and draining of these single cylindrical cavities
not always follow the path guided by stable phases. In f
the systems exhibit a sort of memory, trying to remain in
initial phase whenD is changed giving rise to an elementa
loop of hysteresis. The adsorption begins with the format
of a stable thin shell film that grows up to the crossing
VSF* with VCC* . The key assumption for building an eleme

FIG. 8. ~a! Reduced grand free energies for4He/Na (D*
515.1) for two different pore radii. LetterS indicates the beginning
of the SF phase, whileM andC are the critical points where the S
solutions become first metastable and next unstable.~b! Adsorption
isotherms and loops of hysteresis. The solid curve correspond
the adsorption along the configuration with minimum grand f
energy. Probable filling and draining routes giving rise to elem
tary hysteretic cycles are shown with arrows.
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tary hysteretic loop@3,4,6,11# is that after this crossing the
filling follows the metastable SF phase up to the critic
point (DC ,xC) where this sort of configuration becomes u
stable. Then there is a vertical jump to the CC phase atDC
[(m02ma)r mr0 /s lv , as indicated by dashed lines in Fi
8~b!. It is clear that this choice is actually an upper limit
terms of x. Turning to the desorption, the authors of th
above-mentioned references suggest that emptying oc
along the stability line. This means that there is a verti
jump from x/(R* 21)51 to xM at DM[(m0
2mb)r mr0 /s lv .

The elementary cycles of hysteresis depicted in Fig. 8~b!
for R* 54 and 10 indicate that for decreasing radius t
cycle becomes broader. This is in agreement with the tr
shown by results displayed in Fig. 6 of Ref.@4#. Experimen-
tal data on global hysteresis do not show the abrupt chan
exhibited by the curves for elementary loops. The smear
is obtained when one averages over the pore size distribu
as shown in Fig. 8 of Ref.@4#.

The different physical situations that occur when one g
over the elementary hysteretic loop described above are
picted in Fig. 3 of Ref.@6# and comprehensively discussed
the corresponding text. In order to get more insight into
problem, we shall look at the evolution of the reduced gra
free energy when a single perfect cylindrical pore is fille
This can be conveniently done by studyingV* yielded by
the simple model as a function of the filling fraction eval
ated at constant density,

~Rp2r m!22~Rp2r m2, !2

~Rp2r m!2
512

y2

~R* 21!2
512h2.

~3.11!

The results for the adsorption of4He into aR* 54 pore of
Na are shown in Fig. 9, whereS, M, andC are the critical
points mentioned before. According to the description o
lined above, the evolution of the SF phase up to the me
stable pointM runs over stable states. It should be stres
that to get the CC phase a rather macroscopic deformatio

to
e
-

FIG. 9. Reduced grand free energy as a function of the fill
factor 12h2 for the adsorption of4He/Na in case ofR* 54. Re-
sults provided by the simple model and by OP-DF calculations
shown.
1-8
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SIMPLE MODEL OF CAPILLARY CONDENSATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051201 ~2002!
the SF phase is required. Since between the pointsM andC
the energy difference is small, it is plausible to assume
the system will undergo a macroscopic deformation just aC
where VSF* exhibits the beginning of a very steep ener
barrier and the SF becomes unstable. After reaching the c
cal point C the adsorption continues at constantD up to h
50 as indicated by the horizontal solid line. This physic
situation is shown in configuration II of Fig. 3 in@6#, where
one may observe the coexistence of SF and CC phases. T
by decreasingD along the displayed vertical line the syste
will eventually reachVCC* (SVP).

For the sake of comparison we include in Fig. 9 the d
obtained from OP-DF calculations@14#. In this case, like in
planar geometry, the density profile of the fluid is not co
stant and presents a density peak close to the wall of
pore. This feature causes that more material, than accor
to the simple model, could be stored before the SVP con
tions with m5m0 are reached. Note thatV* yielded by
OP-DF calculations for perfect cylindrical pores also exhib
an energy barrier between the SF and CC phases, whic
adsorption would cause a domain of coexistence with a d
of the SF→CC jump.

Looking at Fig. 9, one can state that the simple mo
provides a schematic approach to the OP-DF results.

E. Comparison with results of Cole and Saam

Let us now make a comparison between our results forxM
and xC and the critical values obtained in Refs.@3,4#. In
those papers it has been assumed that the adsorption p
tial Usub(r ) is given by a sum of pair interactions containin
only the attractive contribution2C6 /urW2RW su6 of a Lennard-
Jones potential. This sum over the substrate atoms locat
RW s is, indeed, replaced by an integration over a continuu
The radial integral running overRs is evaluated fromRs
5Rp2r m to Rs→`, yielding an expression in terms of
hypergeometric function. Under such conditions the auth
of Refs.@3,4# determined the critical values of the inner r
dius at which the vertical isotherms should appear.
should recall that in the present work instead of integrat
over Rs we sum over a few concentric shells.

Notice that, due to the assumptions made for evalua
the adsorption potentials, the pore radius of Refs.@3,4# is
equivalent to the present effective pore radiusR05Rp
2r m . Then the relation between the inner radiusaCS defined
in those references and the variables used in the present
is

aCS

Rp2r m
5

y

R* 21
512

x

R* 21
5h. ~3.12!

Cole and Saam have shown that the critical valueshC and
hM lie on a universal curve as a function of a dimensionl
variable defined as the ratio of the effective pore radius an
quantity related to the strength of the adsorption poten
Figure 2 in Ref.@3# shows the corresponding behavior.
order to facilitate a comparison we reproduce such curve
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the present Fig. 10. The evaluation has been done by u
the explicit Eqs.~10! and ~11! of Ref. @6#.

Turning to the examined simple model, the appropri
equivalent dimensionless variable that carries information
the pore radius and the potential strength can be built in
following way:

Rp2r m

RD
5

R* 21

AD*
. ~3.13!

Figure 10 shows the correspondence between the critical
ues hC and hM and the dimensionless quantity (R*
21)/AD* obtained for several adsorbate-substrate comb
tions. One may realize that the data lie alongnearlyuniversal
curves, which are close to that determined in Ref.@3#. The
observed differences between both series of results ca
mainly attributed to the above-mentioned different assum
tions adopted for evaluating the adsorption potential. T
marked falling down of the data for4He/Na and 4He/Li
calculated atR* 53 deserves a special consideration. Not
that in such casesRp is not very much larger thansLJ .
Curves plotted in Fig. 1 of Ref.@30# suggest that under suc
circumstances the shape of the adsorption potential given
Eq. ~2.5! becomes different from that corresponding to wi
pores. Therefore, on the basis of this feature one would
pect a departure from the model of Ref.@3#. The dashed line
in Fig. 10 corresponds to an estimation of the lowest limiti
value of (R* 21)/AD* which could be achieved with sys
tems composed of adsorbed inert gases into pores of a
metals according to Fig. 3 and data of Table II.

IV. FINAL REMARKS

A simple model based on a proposal of Ref.@9# is applied
for studying phase transitions in the case of adsorption
isolated cylindrical cavities. This model yields anearly uni-

FIG. 10. Nearly universal correspondence of critical values
reduced inner radiihM and hC and the dimensionless ratio of e
fective radius and potential strength (R* 21)/AD* . The solid
curves are universal functions proposed in Ref.@3#, which are dis-
cussed in the text.
1-9
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L. SZYBISZ AND I. URRUTIA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051201 ~2002!
versal description of capillary condensation transitions f
noble gases confined in pores of alkali metals providing
interpretation of the wide range of behavior that can occ

This quasiuniversalityis due to properties of the adsorp
tion potential contributing tog$y%. Indeed, in the case o
only one shell, the potential of Eq.~2.5! is a universalfunc-
tion of r /sLJ . This feature is very little perturbed when on
defines reduced distances asr /r min becausesLJ /r min is al-
most constant for all the examined liquid/substrate comb
tions. Furthermore, the inclusion of a few shells located
different distancesa/2 leaves the position ofr min almost un-
changed.

The phase diagram for cylindrical pores displayed in F
3 is qualitatively equivalent to that previously obtained in t
literature for a slit geometry~see Fig. 2 in Ref.@9#!. Further-
more, the reliability of the examined simple model is su
ported by results obtained from OP-DF calculations. Figur
shows that the transitions between stable phases occur i
OP-DF theory at virtually the same value ofD as found in
the simple model.

According to our calculation neither Ne nor Ar wou
form CC into pores of Cs atTt , i.e., when the surface ten
sions lv is maximum. However, atT/Tt.1.2 the CC may be
formed in both cases because at that temperature the su
tension would have already decreased enough to favor
againstE. This feature resembles results obtained from c
culations for these inert gases adsorbed onto planar Cs@19–
22# and for Ne located between parallel walls of Cs@9#. So,
we can state that in spite of the fact that the adsorption
tentials proposed in the present work are, indeed, a first
do

B

v.
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proximation to the problem, they are good enough to de
some features of Ne and Ar already observed atT.Tt in the
case of other geometries.

In examining the adsorption and desorption characteris
of cylindrical cavities on the basis of results obtained with
the studied simple model, we also made a connection to
phenomenon of hysteresis. A global cycle of hysteresis
be interpreted by averaging contributions of single hyster
elements@4,11#. It is shown how the critical variables of a
elementary loop of hysteresis can be determined within
framework of the analyzed model. The results plotted in F
10 indicate that the obtained critical radii for metastab
phases and unstable films lie close to the previously p
posed universal curves@3,4#. So, the adsorption potential
built up by adopting different assumptions, discussed in
text, lead to a qualitatively similar behavior. Finally, it shou
be noticed that experiments are not carried out with per
cylindrical channels. In practice, there are irregularities su
as those shown in Fig. 1 of Ref.@40#. If the deformations
produce modulations of about 10% in the diameter of
cylinders, drops would nucleate and grow at each minim
in the diameter, and the nature of hysteresis would
changed significantly.
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